
 
Since  1952 

Forest resources  
and system of 
forest management 
in Montenegro 
 



. Forestry Institute was established on December 9, 1952, and this is the 
oldest forestry institutions in Montenegro.  
Founded by the decision of the Secretariat of Economy Government of 
the People Republic of Montenegro with the task: 
- to perform geodetic measurement of forest land for the purpose of 
making of the management studies 
- to determine the boundaries of forests and forest land  - to work and 
maintain a state forest cadastre  
- to carry out the audit of the management study  
-to perform taxation survey of forests and creates elaborate  
-carries out other, professional and research activities in the sectors of 
forestry, hunting, wood processing and other sub-sectors of the forestry 
profession. 
 In 1984 its transformed into a working organization "Institute of 
Forestry and Wood Processing"  
In 1990 was named Social Enterprise "Institute of Forestry and Wood 
Processing" and finaly  
on 1999, on the ownership transformation became " AD Institute of 
Forestry " . 
 
During the 63 years of the Institute for Forestry realized:  
 
Surveyed more than one million hectares of forests and forest lands in 

the state and private property  
Made more than 300 studies on state and private forest management 

plans and implementation design  
Constructed more than 100 projects and forest truck roads and train  
Implemented a large number scientific research, national and 

international projects  
Developed and implemented a large number development and market-

oriented projects  
Created forestry databases, resources and use of forests databases for 

Montenegro  
Continuous monitoring of forest health in Montenegro, problem of 

drying of forests, forest fires and climate change impacts on 
forests.  Etc. 

 



Institute of Forestry today is scientific - research, project and market-
oriented. Decades of creating a database on forestry in Montenegro 
allows us to monitor trends and changes in all sectors and sub-sectors in 
forestry in Montenegro. Existing professional capacities, technical and 
technological equipment and our experience enable us to adequately 
respond to all the demands of modern forestry markets and to our 
international, regional and national partners from the public and private 
sectors offer the quality, knowledge and experience related to the forestry 
sector, environmental and biotechnical sciences within the framework of 
our work.  
 
Decades of acting we continuously improving the existing state forests as 
an important renewable natural resources and strengthen the impact of 
the forestry sector in Montenegro In addition to base activities on forest 
management planning, forest protection, silviculture and breeding of new 
areas, the development of geoinformation database, GIS projects, as 
well as projects related to forest roads, melioration works and hunting we 
act in the field of renewable energy, biodiversity conservation, and 
environmental protection, forest policy and science.  
 
We follow trends in the fight against climate change and other scientific 
research and economic areas that are the focus of the forestry sector 
today. Our strong characteristic is the capability and capacity to perform 
the most complex field and office tasks and activities in forestry and 
related disciplines.  
 
Today's vision of the institute is oriented towards strengthening the 
scientific and technical staff, participation in regional and international 
projects, capacity building, networking and the adoption of technology 
and knowledge 
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Overview of Forest resource  
of Montenegro 



Overview of Forest 
Fund per NFI 

Area (ha) Area % 

Forest  826.792 59.5 

Forest land 137.480 9.9 

Forest and forest land 964.262 69.4 

Area (ha) Area % 

State forests and forest land 370.891 50.9 

Private forest 357.242 49,1 

Total 728.133 100,00 

Ownership Structure 



Overview of Forest Fund per  
Municipalities in Montenegro 



 





 Owerview by Volume 



Owerview by current  
Volume Increment 



Owerview by Forest Types 



Diametar 
distribution 
by forest 
type group 
in public 
ownership 



Overwiev per ownership by growing stock data 

Overwiev per ownership, by diametar clases 

Overwiev per ownership, asortment structure 





Managed Forests 









Wood Flow Montenegro 



What should be impruved 
- Strong limitations in financial and human capacities, including not enough 

professional staff which could satisfy all the requirements 
- Insufficient coverage of state forests by Forest Managament Plans 
- Need better control or change in the manner of exploatation thru concession 

contract 
- Spacial attetnion should be on silvicultural work and mesaures 
-   Opening forest by forest roadsoby cable yarding system in higher slope 
- Un-controlled burning of forest fires and passiveness in combating forest fires 
- Poor rehabilitation of the damaged forests 
- Incomplete identification of ecologically important forest areas 
- Certification standard should be implemented  
- Bringing investitors and doing better wood product finalisation, with goal to kreate 

extra value and keep row wood material in Montenegro 
- Increasing demand from neighbouring states are currently deteriorating the 

situation (Kosovo, Albania, Serbia (Exporting of raw material) 
- Strengthening the existing (Local) wood industry is necesary for strong forestry 

sector 
 
 

 
 



    Institut za šumarstvo, Podgorica 
    Institute of Forestry, Podgorica 
        Novaka Miloseva 10/II, Podgorica, Crna Gora (Montenegro) 

Tel/Fax Institute: +382(0)20 230 488;    E-mail: info@sumins.me        Web: www.sumins.me 

 Tel/Fax Aleksandar Stijovic: +382(0)63 209 533 ;    E-mail: stijovicaleksandar@gmail.com  

Thank You for atention! 
 
MSc Aleksandar Stijović 
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